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Short Communication:
Lack of Support for Socially Connected HIV-1 Transmission Among Young Adult Black Men Who Have Sex with Men

Kayo Fujimoto,1 Lyndon M. Coghill,2 Christopher A. Weier,3 Lu-Yu Hwang,1 Ju Yeong Kim,1 John A. Schneider,4 Michael L. Metzker,3 and Jeremy M. Brown2

Abstract

We explore the phylogenetic relationships among HIV sequences sampled from young adult black men who have sex with men (YAB-MSM), who are connected through peer referral/social ties and who attend common venues. Using 196 viral sequences sampled from the peripheral blood mononuclear cells of 10 individuals, our preliminary phylogenetic results indicate that these socially connected YAB-MSM are infected with distantly related viruses and provide no evidence for viral transmission between network members. Our results suggest that HIV-prevention strategies that target young adult MSM should extend beyond their network members and local community.
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Introduction

Black men who have sex with men (MSM), as a subpopulation based on ethnicity, sex, and transmission category, now represent the largest number of new HIV-1 infections in the United States (11,201; 25% of all diagnosed cases in 2014).1 This alarming development echoes an increased black MSM infection rate that rose nearly 22% over the decade of 2005–2014.2 More pronounced is the disproportionate infection rate in young adult black MSM (YAB-MSM) (20–29 years old), which is approximately ninefold higher than similar white MSM on a per-capita basis (123.7 vs. 13.2 per 100,000).1

MSM sexual networks frequently overlap with social, peer, and venue-based networks.3,4 Previous literature indicates that YAB-MSM tend to be involved in an unique context of several extensive sexual networks with a high prevalence of HIV.5,6 Such extensive risk networks could be formed in social contexts by attending “risk spaces” or venues7,8 where MSM meet their social and sex partners. In other words, social places where YAB-MSM interact with their peers may serve as a proxy for membership in a densely connected high-risk sexual network among MSM.5,10 Additional work has demonstrated that there is overlap between MSM on social and sexual networks; these networks are dynamic, and sex and social ties often rapidly cycle, particularly in these younger age groups.11 Given such contextual factors, it is expected that social and sexual networks tend to overlap each other, especially among YAB-MSM.

Identifying those particular social interactions that drive YAB-MSM infection dynamics is important from an epidemiological perspective. Characterizing HIV-1 transmission patterns in this population can be challenging, however, as few studies are designed to integrate the epidemiological, viral genetic, and social network data that are required to establish such meaningful connections. Successful analysis of these factors could have a significant impact on the prevention, diagnosis, and management of the disease in this underserved population.

We addressed this complex issue using data obtained from a subset of YAB-MSM individuals embedded within a larger MSM network constructed with respondent-driven sampling (RDS). The 10 participants were all HIV-1 positive and were related through referrals and social connections. We sought to explore whether HIV-1 sequences derived from this relatively small RDS-subpopulation of infected YAB-MSM...
might be closely related and, if so, reveal evidence of recent transmission. We specifically explored this subset because these 10 individuals have a high rate of HIV infection, as well as close and overlapping social ties. If any recent transmission has occurred that can be predicted by the social network, it is most probable in this group. If recent transmission is not detected in this group, it is unlikely that social connections are related to infection dynamics across the network as a whole. To shed light on this issue, our study leveraged a clone-based phylogenetic analysis of integrated viral sequences present within infected peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs).12,13

Data and Methods

Study site and sampling

Samples were obtained from a subset of individuals (iMAN; see Acknowledgements section) embedded within a parent study (YMAP; see Acknowledgments section). iMAN examines the association between phylogenetic and social clustering via common venue affiliations of MSM in Houston, Texas. iMAN participants were recruited using an RDS method,14 whereby respondents were issued four vouchers to distribute among other young, local MSM. Study inclusion criteria were as follows: (i) identification as a male, (ii) between the ages of 17 and 29, (iii) reported having sex (oral or anal) with a man in the past 6 months, (iv) frequent visitors at one or more risk or preventive venues in the past 12 months, and (v) willing to provide informed consent and biological samples.

In 2014, we conducted a survey of iMAN participants that focused on their sociodemographic characteristics, risk behaviors, and venue affiliation (both social and health venues). Participants could further nominate up to five social partners (i.e., people with whom participants share personal information) and up to five sexual partners (i.e., people with whom participants had sex in the prior 6 months). Using a fuzzy matching algorithm that uses partners’ sociodemographic information,15 we constructed a network of participating identifiers and participating social and sexual referrals. Using this information, we selected a subpopulation of 10 HIV-1-infected YAB-MSM (designated as iMAN1–iMAN10) who were connected through the peer referral survey, which is illustrated in Figure 1.

FIG. 1. This figure illustrates the entire peer referral chain combined with social and sex connections that include all HIV-positive and HIV-negative young black and non-black MSM, whose data were retrieved in April 2015. The 10 individuals used for the current pilot study were embedded within this entire network. The numbered nodes (1–10) within the blue box were selected for our sample of 10 HIV-positive black MSM. A square node indicates seed (first-wave focal participants) based on RDS, and a circular node indicates sprout (second or more wave-chained contacts). A red node indicates HIV-positive black MSM; an orange node indicates newly infected black MSM, defined as being unaware of their HIV infection at the time of interview and being tested positive by the antibody/antigen quick test; and a white node indicates non-black MSM (including white, Hispanic, and Asian MSM) or HIV-negative black or non-black MSM. Gray indicates a peer referral connection, green indicates a self-reported social connection, and orange indicates a self-reported sex connection in the last 6 months. Social and sex connections were linked by a matching algorithm based on their partners’ sociodemographic information, using a fuzzy matching algorithm. Arrows indicate the direction of nomination. No self-reported sex connections in the last 6 months were identified among the 10 individuals. No cell samples from the red circle node that is connected to node no. 7 through both peer referral and social ties were available. MSM, men who have sex with men; RDS, respondent-driven sampling.
Social network data

A peer-referral network based on social and sexual connections was constructed in the form of an adjacency matrix, with 1 as indicating a connection and 0, otherwise, which was then maximally symmetrized and visualized using igraph network visualization. Although sexual connections were considered, the 10 sampled YAB-MSM did not self-report any nonanonymous sexual behavior in the prior 6 months (Fig. 1). We also constructed two types of venue-based networks among the 10 YAB-MSM samples, with 1 as indicating the existence of at least 1 venue attended in common out of 20 social venues and 17 health venues, and 0, otherwise.

Genomic DNA isolation, env amplification, cloning, and sequencing

To prevent contamination, sample mix-up, and bias, we blinded and processed samples one at a time. Genomic DNA was isolated from PBMCs using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. To capture the viral sequence diversity present within a given individual, we performed four independent polymerase chain reactions that targeted the env region of HIV-1 from each sample, as previously described. Molecular clones were sequenced by the Sanger method, using forward and reverse M13 and internal EN2 and EN4 primers. Consensus sequences for 18–20 clones were obtained for each sample. The two most divergent sequences from each sample were blasted against GenBank to identify 20 control sequences, similar to that previously described.

Phylogenetic analysis

Sequences were aligned with MAFFT Version 7. Models of sequence evolution were chosen, using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC), as implemented in jModelTest version 2.0. The pool of possible models included 24 variants of the general-time-reversible class, with and without gamma-distributed rate variation across sites, and an estimated proportion of invariant sites. Best-fit models were selected, both assuming the entire alignment evolved according to a single process (unpartitioned) and allowing separate processes for each codon position (partitioned). Maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian phylogenetic analyses were performed, using AIC-chosen models both with and without partitioning by codon position.

Each ML analysis was performed using GARLI Version 2.0, with 32 independent search replicates and default search parameters. Topological support was estimated using 1,000 bootstrap replicates. Bootstrap proportions for each bipartition in the ML tree were summarized using SumTrees. Each Bayesian analysis was performed using MrBayes Version 3.2.5, with four independent runs and four Metropolis-coupled chains per run, and was run for 5 million generations. Additional ML and Bayesian analyses were conducted with a model that partitions parameters by codon position. All substitution model parameters, with the exceptions of topology and branch lengths, were unlinked across data subsets. All analyses were conducted both with and without missing data (gaps). We conducted further analyses, using two separate datasets that consisted of only first codon positions or second and third codon positions to look for evidence of positive selection influencing the inferred topology. In all cases, recovered topologies and support values did not exhibit strong conflicts, so we report results only from the complete dataset and unpartitioned model.

Results

Description of sample and network

Our cohort consisted of 10 YAB-MSM with an average age of 25 years [standard deviation (SD) = 2.2, min = 20, max = 28]. Of these, 30% had homeless history, 30% had experience with group sex, 30% used condoms inconsistently, 20% had experience in trading sex for money, 90% used online dating sites in the preceding 12 months, and 50% had been incarcerated at some point in their life. Participants had an average of seven sexual partners in the past 6 months (SD = 15, min = 1, max = 50) and visited an average of four health venues (SD = 2.5, min = 1, max = 9) and six risk/social venues (SD = 3.2, min = 1, max = 10). In addition, 70% were on HIV treatment, and the average viral load was 25,790 IU/ml (SD = 22,992, min = 358, max = 66,000). Figure 1 illustrates the broader RDS-derived network that consists of 69 young MSM with their respective connections. The 10 YAB-MSM samples included in this study are outlined in the figure and were connected through at least 1 common social and health venue.

Phylogenetic analysis

Figure 2 illustrates a ML phylogenetic tree that depicts the relationships among iMAN and control HIV-1 sequences, based on an unpartitioned model.

All viral clones from a given individual were recovered as monophyletic with very strong support. Short branches within clades from each individual suggest generally little intrahost viral diversity. Notable exceptions to this pattern are viruses sampled from iMAN2, iMAN3, and iMAN8. Variation in viral diversity across samples may be driven by a variety of factors, including treatment regime and time since infection; this information, however, was unavailable.

No evidence (i.e., paraphyly of viruses sampled from one person with respect to those sampled from another) was found to suggest a direction of the transmission of viruses between individuals. In addition, viruses sampled from different individuals were quite divergent (mean average divergence between individuals = 0.36, SD = 0.05, min = 0.27, max = 0.48), as evidenced by long branches’ subtending viral clades from different individuals. Support for relationships among viruses sampled from different individuals was quite low across all branches, suggesting that these viruses do not exhibit the structure expected for a recent transmission cluster.

Viral samples from one individual (iMAN7) were not placed in the clade with the rest of the case samples and, instead, were inferred to be most closely related to GenBank outgroup sequence AF406035.2 with moderately strong support (Fig. 2). Major phylogenetic patterns, notably the monophyly of viruses from each individual, long branches subtending each intrahost clade, and weak support for
FIG. 2. This figure illustrates a ML phylogenetic tree that depicts the relationships among iMAN and control HIV-1 sequences, based on an unpartitioned model. Bipartition support values give bootstrap proportions on the left and Bayesian posterior probabilities on the right. ML, maximum likelihood.
relationships among viruses from different individuals, were consistent across all analyses and data subsets.

Discussion

Our phylogenetic results provide preliminary evidence that the sampled viruses of 10 YAB-MSM who were connected through RDS-driven interactions did not constitute a recent transmission cluster. Combined with the fact that respondents did not indicate sexual relationships among network participants, these findings suggest several important considerations for understanding HIV transmission dynamics in this community. Social networks among YAB-MSM are dynamic in nature.32 Therefore, current network connections may only weakly correlate with those network connections that were relevant for viral transmission in the past. In addition, viral genome evolution over time could obscure older transmission events or more distant connections in transmission chains. Overall, our results suggest that the identification of transmission chains among network members who belong to a larger RDS network may be challenging. This finding is in agreement with several other studies that found only a small fraction of individuals with associations between RDS social networks and phylogenetic-based transmission networks.33,34

iMAN7 harbored viral sequences most closely related to a control sequence derived from a study of men in other city. This relationship is not unexpected, as control sequences were chosen to be closely related to sampled viral sequences in this study. In addition, iMAN7 had several risk behaviors that may have increased the probability of transmission from outside the network, including 50 sex partners, the highest attendance at risk venues, inconsistent condom usage, experience with group sex, and online dating site use. Because iMAN7 is directly connected to half of our sample of 10 through one or more social connections, further investigation into our larger social network of YAB-MSM is warranted.

We note several limitations to our study. Because we characterized only 10 YAB-MSM who were identified within a larger RDS network, our power to detect rare instances of transmission between individuals closely connected in a network may be low. Furthermore, because our study did not include all HIV-positive cases present within the larger network, we cannot eliminate the possibility that alternative transmission patterns might be found in a larger sample set. Moreover, participants may have omitted other chain referrals as sex partners, or we may have missed other individuals within the chain who were not part of the venue. Self-reports are prone to response bias and inherently exclude the existence of sexual relationships in anonymous settings.

While interpreting negative findings can be challenging, we believe that our results are informative in understanding the complex dynamics of MSM social networks. Previous studies have suggested that phylogenetically clustered YAB-MSM are not geographically clustered35,36 and possibly supported by a more general population.39 One factor that contributes to this geographic heterogeneity may be the increased use of Internet resources as a venue for finding MSM partners.39 In fact, the majority of our cohort had used “hook-up apps.” This study lends preliminary support to the hypothesis that, even within what would seem to be a very narrow segment of the larger community, sexual partnering does not occur primarily among those who share the same space. HIV-intervention strategies that focus on YAB-MSM may need to utilize more than race and geography to prove effective.
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